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ABSTRACT
Goal of this work was the optimization of brightness and colors performance of the interference filter system for 3D
projection. Special emphasis was on avoiding, or at least reducing, the need for color correction, which was one of the
reasons for low luminous efficiencies in the past.
On the base of datasets for various projectors (DLP, LCoS, LCD) and lamps (UHP and Xenon), the optimization for a
high efficiency stereoscopic interference filter system was carried out. Focus of our study was on three by four (3-4)
filter system. We also examined filter designs with higher numbers of transmission bands up to seven per filter. The
results show that the 3-4 band filters design exhibits the highest efficiency of all inherently color balanced filter systems
because of a minimum number of gaps between adjacent transmission bands. Results also revealed that Xenon lamp
based systems and UHP lamp based systems have different optimum filters. However, differences are such small that it
becomes possible to cover both systems by a unitary type of 3D glasses lenses
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1. INTRODUCTION
Eyeglasses based stereoscopic technologies offer a cost efficient, robust and reliable way to provide 3D content for large
venues. Besides polarization and active shutter technologies, the wavelength multiplexing approach is an upcoming
technology platform in this field [1].
Since the introduction of the first full color wavelength multiplexing 3D projection display by Infitec beginning the last
decennium using triple band filters for each eye there have been miscellaneous attempts to improve this specific 3D
approach [2][3]. The key targets of all of these attempts are basically:
(i)

Increase of luminous efficiency

(ii)

No or less need of color correction

In this publication we want to present our recent work in this field, which aimed at finding optimum filter characteristics
for different projector types. Optimization was done with respect to brightness, which is a predominant parameter in all
3D projection technologies and with respect to color, which comprises both, color balance and color fidelity. Figures of
merits of the new filters are compared with those of the triple band filter system as well as with those of filters which
resulted from other attempts presented in the past to improve the wavelength multiplexing 3D approach.

Figure 1: W
Wavelength multtiplexing princiiple; left and rigght images are coded
c
in spectrally independennt wavelength bands.
b

2.
2 TRIPLE
E BAND FIL
LTER SYST
TEM
ment of stereooscopic interfeerence filter syystems goes back
b
to a Daim
mler Chrysler research project in the year
The developm
1999. Up to tthat time the only
o
known sp
pectral imaginng technology was the anagllyph technologgy which usess, for instancee,
red and greenn filters for lefft and right ey
yes. Thereforee, neither one of
o the eyes peerceives a full color image. The INFITEC
C
invention oveercame this problem
p
by ussing high quaality interferen
nce filters wh
hich allow steeep band edg
ges and a highh
optical density in the blocking range. This way bboth eyes perceive a full color
c
image aand cross talk
k is kept at a
minimum. 3D
D filtering waas established by using triplle band filterss for both eyees (s. Fig. 1) bbecause of thee nature of thee
human eye, hhaving three tyypes of color receptors.
r
Althhough the adv
vantages, theree is still a defi
ficiency that reesults from thee
positions of tthe individuall bands in the spectrum (s. Fig. 2). This causes signifficant discrepaancies in the color
c
triangless
left / right (ss. Fig. 3). In order to get balanced collors again, co
olors need to be correctedd by a properr image signaal
processing. A
As a result of (i) filtering an
nd (ii) color ccorrection the final brightneess is reducedd to an averagee value of jusst
about 12 % of the brighhtness before filtering (s. Fig. 4). The luminance differences
d
off left and rig
ght filter mayy
additionally bbe adjusted if desired [4].

Figure 2: Standard 3-3 band
b
filter conffiguration; bluee line: left filter;; red line: right filter; gray linee: white UHP laamp spectrum

Figure 3: CIE 1931 x-y--diagram for 3-3
3 band system: black line: 2D gamut without filters; blue linne: 3D gamut fo
or left A-filter;
red line: 3D gamut for right B-filtter; circles indiccate the corresponding white ppoints

Figure 4: Luminance ratio
r
3D/2D forr the 3-3 band ffilter for red (R)), green (G), blu
ue (B), cyan(C)), yellow(Y), magenta(M),
m
white(W)

3. THE 3-4 BAND FIL
LTER CONC
CEPT
Our starting point for thiss new filter co
oncept was coolor mesomerrism, i.e. the phenomenon,, that differen
nt spectra mayy
cause the sam
me sensation of
o color. Therefore, we subbdivided the whole
w
spectrum
m not in 6 subb-ranges but in
nto 9, in order
to assign in each primary color
c
space on
ne band to the one eye and two
t adjacent bands
b
to the oother eye (s. Fig. 5). Thoughh
this concept w
would basicallly result in a 3-6 filter sysstem we can simplify
s
the characteristics by combining bands at thee
green-blue traansition and at
a the green-reed transition too a uniform band, respectiv
vely. So, with this concept, we finally geet
a 3-4 filter syystem (s. Fig. 5).
5

Figure 5: Infitec 3-4 band filter design concept

4. OPTIMIZATION METHOD
In order to find the optimum edges position of each band in the 3-4 filter system, we measured in a first step the spectra
of projectors with various imagers and lamp types (Table 1). From these spectra, along with the filter characteristics, we
calculated brightness and x, y color coordinates in the CIE 1931 diagram of each primary color. Then, filter
characteristics were iteratively modified until optimum x, y values of the primary colors and the white point were
established. This procedure was done for every projector.

Table 1: Spectral database for optimization

# Imagers Lamp type

Manufacturer

1 DLP

UHP

Mitsubishi, Optoma, Projectiondesign, Sanyo, SIM2

3 LCD

UHP

Epson, NEC, Sanyo

3 LCoS

UHP

JVC

3 DLP

UHP

Barco, Christie, NEC, Panasonic, Projectiondesign, SIM2

Xenon

Barco, Christie, NEC (D-cinema and simulation)

UHP

LG

6 LCoS

In a next step we compared the various filter designs obtained from this iterative scheme, where we found that there are
basically two groups of filter designs. In each group there are only minor differences. As it would be hard in practice, to

build a speciific filter dessign for each
h projector, w
we decided to
o define just two different
nt filter design
ns, which aree
associated to projectors usiing UHP lamp
ps and to projeectors using Xenon
X
lamps.
In a final stepp, we defined filter charactteristics for thhe 3D glasses lenses in a waay, that the 3D
D glasses lensses cover bothh
projector filteer types (UHP
P and Xenon
n lamp). This was done in order to avoid the existennce of differeent 3D glassess
versions on thhe market in future.
f
Fig. 6 shows the 3--4 filter design
n for UHP lam
mp projectors.. The respective triangles inn
color space aare very closee to each otheer as well as tto the trianglee of the projector without ffilters (s. Fig. 7). Also, thee
white points aare very closee to the x = y = 0.33 point.

Figure 6: O
Optimized 3-4 band
b
filter for UHP
U
lamp systeem¸ bright bluee line: left filterr; dark red linee: right filter; dark blue; greenn,
red and grayy line show prim
mary color and white spectrum
m

Figure 7: C
CIE 1931 x-y-ddiagram for the 3-4 system: blaack line: 2D gam
mut without filtters; blue line: 33D gamut for leeft A-filter; red
linne: 3D gamut fo
or right B-filterr; circles indicatte the correspon
nding white poiints

Figure 8: L
Luminance balannce 3D/2D for the optimized 33-4 filter system
m

Fig. 8 shows the luminous efficiencies without
w
any addditional colorr correction fo
or the primaryy colors, the co
omplementaryy
colors and for white for lefft and right, reespectively. T
This example shows,
s
that th
here is actuallyy only minor need for color
correction wiith the new 3-44 filters comp
pared to the forrmer 3-3 filterrs (Fig. 4).
Table 2 show
ws efficienciees for dual prrojector and ffor single pro
ojector / filterr wheel system
ms with and without color
correction.

Table 2: Traansmission perfformance of Inffitec 3-4 band ffilter system forr a UHP lamp sy
ystem

Traansmission
Stattic

Filter wheel @ 45% duty cycle per channel

27,1%

L

22,8%

R

23,8%

L white
w
balancced

18,9%

R white
w
balancced

Uncorrected
U
d average
11,2%
%
White
W
balanced average
9,6%
%
L-R-Ballance:
Y(L) = +26
6% Y(R)

5. LUMIN
NOUS EFFIICIENCY IN
N N-M FILT
TER DESIG
GNS
Additional w
work was donee to elucidate the question rregarding effiiciencies of fillter systems w
with more than seven bandss
in total. Resuults show, thatt beyond the 3-4 system effficiencies deccrease (s. Fig. 9). This is bbecause the nu
umber of gapss
increases witth the numberr of bands and
d each gap coontributes to a loss of efficiency. The onnly way to co
ompensate thiss
loss in n-m fiilter designs with
w high n and
d m numbers is to increase the steepness of band edgees, which allow
ws a reductionn
of the width oof the gaps. As
A this may work
w
in theoryy, in practice this
t is a dead--end strategy aas the yield sh
hrinks and thee
costs rise withh increasing steepness.
s

Figure 9: Trransmission perrformance of m-n
m band interfeerence filter systtems for stereosscopic imagingg

6. COMPAR
RISON OF FILTER
F
SYS
STEMS
In our study w
we also evaluuated the recen
nt Panavisionn 3D filter sysstem as examp
ple of a high nn-m filter sysstem regardingg
the efficiencyy. This assessm
ment was don
ne with a Xenoon lamp 3-DL
LP projector. Table
T
4 givess an overview.. Consistent too
the results preesented in the previous secttion, the 3-4 bband filter systtem shows thee highest efficciency.

Table 3: Luuminous efficienncy of wavelength multiplexinng filter systemss for a Xenon laamp system

Luminou
us efficienccy (incl. collor correctiion)
Left ey
ye

Right eye

averagee

Infitec 3––4 band filtters (Xenon
n 3-DLP)

24%
%

19%

21,5%
%

Panavisiion 3D filterrs (Xenon 3-DLP)
3

21%
%

11%

16,0%
%
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